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ABSTRACT
Many algorithms for congestion control, scheduling, network measurement, active queue management, and traffic engineering require custom processing of packets in the data plane of a network switch. To run at line rate, these data-plane algorithms must be implemented in hardware. With today’s switch hardware, algorithms cannot be changed, nor new algorithms installed, after a switch has been built.

This paper shows how to program data-plane algorithms in a high-level language and compile those programs into low-level microcode that can run on emerging programmable line-rate switching chips. The key challenge is that many data-plane algorithms create and modify algorithmic state. To achieve line-rate programmability for stateful algorithms, we introduce the notion of a packet transaction: a sequential packet-processing code block that is atomic and isolated from other such code blocks.

We have developed this idea in Domino, a C-like imperative language to express data-plane algorithms. We show with many examples that Domino provides a convenient way to express sophisticated data-plane algorithms, and show that these algorithms can be run at line rate with modest estimated chip-area overhead.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Network switches in modern datacenters, enterprises, and service-provider networks perform many tasks in addition to standard packet forwarding. The set of requirements for switches has only increased with time as network operators seek greater control over performance. Performance may be improved using both data-plane and control-plane mechanisms. This paper focuses on data-plane algorithms. These algorithms process and transform packets, reading and writing state in the switch. Examples include active queue management [38, 47, 51], scheduling [58], congestion control with switch feedback [45, 60], network measurement [63, 37], and data-plane traffic engineering [21].

An important requirement for data-plane algorithms is the ability to process packets at the switch’s line rate: 10-100 Gbit/s on 10–100 ports. Therefore, these algorithms are typically implemented using dedicated hardware. Hardware designs are rigid and not reconfigurable in the field. Thus, implementing and deploying a new algorithm, or even modifying a deployed one, requires an investment in new hardware—a time-consuming and expensive proposition.

This rigidity affects many stakeholders adversely: vendors [2, 4, 6] building network switches with merchant-silicon chips [10, 11, 16], network operators deploying these switches [41, 54, 56], and researchers developing new data-plane algorithms [21, 37, 45, 60].

To run new data-plane algorithms after a switch has been built, researchers and companies have attempted to build programmable switches for many years, starting from efforts on active networks [61] to network processors [14] to software routers [8, 46]. All these efforts sacrificed performance for programmability, typically running an order of magnitude (or worse) slower than hardware line rates. Unfortunately, this reduction in performance has meant that these systems are rarely deployed in production networks.

Programmable switching chips [3, 13, 19] competitive in performance with state-of-the-art fixed-function chips [10, 11, 16] are now becoming available. These chips implement a few low-level hardware primitives that can be configured by software into a processing pipeline, and are field-reconfigurable. Building a switch with such a chip is attractive because it does not compromise on data rates [28].

In terms of programmability, these chips today allow the network operator to program packet parsing and forwarding,
i.e., a programmer can program the set of protocol formats to be matched and the set of actions to be executed when matching packet headers in a match-action table. Languages such as P4 [27] are emerging as a way to express such match-action processing in a hardware-independent manner.

There is a gap between this form of programmability and the needs of data-plane algorithms. By contrast to packet forwarding, which doesn’t modify state in the data plane, many data-plane algorithms create and modify algorithmic state in the switch as part of packet processing.

For such algorithms, programmability must directly capture the algorithm’s intent without requiring the algorithm to be shoehorned into hardware primitives like a sequence of match-action tables. Indeed, the ability to directly capture an algorithm’s intent pervades programming models for many other networking devices, e.g., software routers [46], network processors [36], and network endpoints [5].

By studying the requirements of data-plane algorithms and the constraints of line-rate hardware, we introduce a new abstraction to program and implement data-plane algorithms: a packet transaction (§3). A packet transaction is a sequential code block that is atomic and isolated from other such code blocks, with the semantics that any visible state is equivalent to a serial execution of packet transactions across packets in the order of packet arrival. Packet transactions let the programmer focus on the operations needed for each packet without worrying about other concurrent packets.

Packet transactions have an all-or-nothing guarantee: all packet transactions accepted by the packet transaction compiler will run at line rate, or be rejected. There is no “slippery slope” of running network algorithms at lower speeds as with network processors or software routers: when compiled, a packet transaction runs at line rate, or not at all. Performance is not just predictable, but guaranteed.

In realizing packet transactions, we make three new contributions. First, Banzai, a machine model for programmable line-rate switches (§2). Banzai models two important constraints (§2.4) for stateful line-rate operations: the inability to share state between different packet-processing units, and the requirement that any switch state modifications be visible to the next packet entering the switch. Based on these constraints, we introduce atoms to represent a programmable switch’s packet-processing units.

Second, Domino, a new domain-specific language (DSL) for data-plane algorithms, with packet transactions at its core (§3). Domino is an imperative language with C-like syntax, to our knowledge the first to offer such a high-level programming abstraction for line-rate switches.

Third, a compiler from Domino packet transactions to a Banzai target (§4). The Domino compiler extracts codelets from transactions: code fragments, which if executed atomically, guarantee a packet transaction’s semantics. It then uses program synthesis [59] to map codelets to atoms, rejecting the transaction if the atom cannot execute the codelet.

We evaluate expressiveness by programming a variety of data-plane algorithms (Table 3) in Domino and compare with P4. We find that Domino provides a more concise and natural programming model for stateful data-plane algorithms. Next, because no existing programmable switch supports the set of atoms required for our data-plane algorithms, we design a set of compiler targets for these algorithms based on Banzai (§5.2). We show that these targets are feasible in a 32-nm standard-cell library with < 2% cost in area relative to a 200 mm² baseline switching chip [40]. Finally, we compile data-plane algorithms written in Domino to these targets (§5.3) to show how a target’s atoms determine the algorithms it can support. We conclude with several lessons for programmable switch design (§5.4).

Code for the Domino compiler, the Banzai machine model, and the code examples listed in Table 3 is available at http://web.mit.edu/domino/

2. A MACHINE MODEL FOR LINE-RATE SWITCHES

Banzai is a machine model for programmable line-rate switches that serves as the compiler target for Domino. Banzai is inspired by recent programmable switch architectures such as Barefoot Networks’ Tofino [3], Intel’s FlexPipe [13], and Cavium’s XPliant Packet Architecture [19]. Banzai abstracts these architectures and extends them with stateful processing units to implement data-plane algorithms. These processing units, called atoms, model atomic operations that are natively supported by a programmable line-rate switch.

2.1 Background: Programmable switches

Packets arriving at a switch (top half of Figure 1) are parsed by a programmable parser that turns packets into header fields. These header fields are first processed by an ingress pipeline consisting of match-action tables arranged in stages. Processing a packet at a stage may modify its header fields, through match-action rules, as well as some persistent state at that stage, e.g., packet counters. After the ingress pipeline, the packet is queued. Once the scheduler dequeues the packet, it is processed by a similar egress pipeline before it is transmitted.

To reduce chip area, there is only one ingress and one egress pipeline. This single pipeline is shared across all switch ports and handles aggregate traffic belonging to all ports, at all packet sizes. For instance, a 64-port switch with a line rate of 10 Gbit/s per port and a minimum packet size of 64 bytes needs to process around a billion packets per second, after accounting for minimum inter-packet gaps [28]. Equivalently, the pipeline runs at 1 GHz, and pipeline stages process a packet every clock cycle (1 ns). We assume one packet per clock cycle throughout the paper, and for concreteness, a 1 GHz clock frequency.

Having to process a packet every clock cycle in each stage constrains the operations that can be performed on each packet. In particular, any packet operation that modifies state visible to the next packet must finish execution in a single clock cycle (§2.3 shows why). Because of this restriction, programmable switching chips provide a small set of processing units or primitives for manipulating packets and state in a stage, unlike software routers. These primitives determine which algorithms run on the switch at line rate.
Figure 1: Banzai models the ingress or egress pipeline of a programmable switch. An atom corresponds to an action in a match-action table. Internally, an atom contains local state and a digital circuit modifying this state. Figure 2 details an atom.

2.2 The Banzai machine model

Banzai (the bottom half of Figure 1) models the ingress or egress switch pipeline. It models the computation within a match-action table in a stage (i.e., the action half of the match-action table), but not how packets are matched (e.g., direct or ternary). Banzai does not model packet parsing and assumes that packets arriving to Banzai are already parsed.

Concretely, Banzai is a feed-forward pipeline consisting of a number of stages executing synchronously on every clock cycle. Each stage processes one packet every clock cycle and hands it off to the next. Unlike a CPU pipeline, which occasionally experiences pipeline stalls, Banzai’s pipeline is deterministic, never stalls, and always sustains line rate. However, relative to a CPU pipeline, Banzai is restricted in the operations it supports (§2.4).

2.3 Atoms: Banzai’s processing units

An atom is an atomic unit of packet processing supported natively by a Banzai machine, and the atoms within a Banzai machine form its instruction set. Each pipeline stage in Banzai contains a vector of atoms. Atoms in this vector modify mutually exclusive sections of the same packet header in parallel in every clock cycle, and process a new packet header every clock cycle.

In addition to packet headers, atoms may modify persistent state on the switch to implement stateful data-plane algorithms. To support such algorithms at line-rate, the atoms for a Banzai machine need to be substantially richer (Table 4) than the simple RISC-like stateless instruction sets for programmable switches today [28]. We explain why below.

Suppose we need to atomically increment a switch counter to count packets. One approach is hardware support for three simple single-cycle operations: read the counter from memory in the first clock cycle, add one in the next, and write it to memory in the third. This approach, however, does not provide atomicity. To see why, suppose packet $A$ increments the counter from 0 to 1 by executing its read, add, and write at clock cycles 1, 2, and 3 respectively. If packet $B$ issues its read at time 2, it will increment the counter again from 0 to 1, when it should be incremented to 2.

Locks over the shared counter are a potential solution. However, locking causes packet $B$ to wait during packet $A$’s increment, and the switch no longer sustains the line rate of one packet every clock cycle. CPUs employ micro-architectural techniques such as operand forwarding for this problem. But these techniques still suffer pipeline stalls, which prevents line-rate performance from being achieved.

Banzai provides an atomic increment operation at line rate with an atom to read a counter, increment it, and write it back in a single stage within one clock cycle. It uses the...
same approach of reading, modifying, and writing back to implement other stateful atomic operations at line rate.

Unlike stateful atomic operations, stateless atomic operations are easier to support with simple packet-field arithmetic. Consider, for instance, the operation $\text{pkt.f1} = \text{pkt.f2} + \text{pkt.f3} - \text{pkt.f4}$. This operation does not modify any persistent switch state and only accesses packet fields. It can be implemented atomically by using two atoms: one atom to add fields $f2$ and $f3$ in one pipeline stage, and another to subtract $f4$ from the result in the next. An instruction set designer can provide simple stateless instructions operating on a pair of packet fields. These instructions can then be composed into larger stateless operations, without designing atoms specifically for each stateless operation.

Representing atoms. An atom is represented by a body of sequential code that captures the atom’s behavior. It may also contain internal state local to the atom. An atom completes execution of this entire body of code, modifying a packet and any internal state before processing the next packet. The designer of a programmable switch would develop these atoms, and expose them to a switch compiler as a packet and any internal state before processing the next packet. The designer of a programmable switch would develop these atoms, and expose them to a switch compiler as

Using this representation, a switch counter that wraps around at a value of 100 can be written as the atom:

```c
if (counter < 99)
    counter++;
else
    counter = 0;
```

Similarly, a stateless operation like setting a packet field to a constant value can be written as the atom:

```
pkt.field = value;
```

2.4 Constraints for line-rate operation

Memory limits. State in Banzai is local to each atom. It can neither be shared by atoms within a stage, nor atoms across stages. This is because building multi-ported memories accessible to multiple atoms is technically challenging and consumes additional chip area. However, state can be read into a packet header in one stage, for subsequent use by a downstream stage.1 But, the Banzai pipeline is feedforward, so state can only be carried forward, not backward.

Computational limits. Atoms need to execute atomically from one packet to the next, so any state internal to the atom must be updated before the next packet arrives. Because packets may be separated by as little as one clock cycle, we mandate that atom bodies finish execution within one clock cycle, and constrain atom bodies to do so.

We constrain atom bodies by defining atom templates (§4.3). An atom template is a program with configurable parameters that terminates within a clock cycle and specifies the atom’s behavior. An example is an ALU with a restricted set of primitive operations (Figure 2a).

```
if (choice != 0)
    x = x + constant;
else
    x = x - constant;
```

(a) Circuit for the atom

(b) Atom template

Figure 2: An atom and its template. The atom above can add or subtract a constant from a state variable $x$ based on two configurable parameters, constant and choice.

Resource limits. We also limit the number of atoms in each stage (pipeline width) and the number of stages in the pipeline (pipeline depth). This is similar to limits on the number of stages, tables per stage, and memory per stage in programmable switch architectures [43].

2.5 What can Banzai not do?

Banzai is a good fit for data-plane algorithms that modify a small set of packet headers and carry out small amounts of computation per packet. Data-plane algorithms like deep packet inspection and WAN optimization require a switch to parse and process the packet payload as well—effectively parsing a large “header” consisting of each byte in the payload. This is challenging at line rates of 1 GHz, and such algorithms are best left to CPUs [52]. Some algorithms require complex computations, but not on every packet, e.g., a measurement algorithm that periodically scans a large table to perform garbage collection. Banzai’s atoms model small operations that occur on every packet, and are unsuitable for such operations that span many clock cycles.

3. PACKET TRANSACTIONS

A programmer programs a data-plane algorithm by writing it as a packet transaction in Domino (Figure 3a). The Domino compiler then compiles this transaction to an atom pipeline for a Banzai machine (Figure 3b). We first describe packet transactions in greater detail by walking through an example (§3.1). Next, we discuss language constraints in Domino (§3.2) informed by line-rate switches. We then discuss triggering packet transactions (§3.3) and handling multiple transactions (§3.4).

3.1 Domino by example

We use flowlet switching [57] as our running example. Flowlet switching is a load-balancing algorithm that sends bursts of packets, called flowlets, from a TCP flow on a randomly chosen next hop, provided the bursts are separated by a large enough time interval to ensure packets do not arrive out of order at a TCP receiver. For ease of exposition, we

1Figure 3b shows an example. last_time is read into pkt.last_time in stage 2, for subsequent use by stage 3.
```c
#define NUM_FLOWLETS 8000
#define THRESH 5
#define NUM_HOPS 10

struct Packet {
    int sport;
    int dport;
    int new_hop;
    int arrival;
    int next_hop;
    int id; // array index
};

int last_time [NUM_FLOWLETS] = {0};
int saved_hop [NUM_FLOWLETS] = {0};

void flowlet(struct Packet pkt) {
    pkt.new_hop = hash3(pkt.sport,(pkt.dport,
                          pkt.arrival)
                        % NUM_HOPS);
    pkt.id = hash2(pkt.sport, pkt.dport)
             % NUM_FLOWLETS;
    if (pkt.arrival - last_time[pkt.id] > THRESH)
        { saved_hop[pkt.id] = pkt.new_hop; }
    last_time[pkt.id] = pkt.arrival;
    pkt.next_hop = saved_hop[pkt.id];
}
```

(a) Flowlet switching written in Domino

Figure 3: Programming flowlet switching in Domino

(b) 6-stage Banzai pipeline for flowlet switching. Control flows from top to bottom. Stateful atoms are in grey.

use only the source and destination ports in the hash function that randomly computes the next hop for flowlet switching.

Figure 3a shows flowlet switching in Domino and demonstrates its core language constructs. All packet processing happens in the context of a packet transaction (the function flowlet starting at line 17). The function’s argument type Packet declares the fields in a packet (lines 5–12) that can be referenced by the function body (lines 18–32). The function body can also modify persistent switch state using global variables (e.g., last_time and saved_hop on lines 14 and 15, respectively). The function body may use intrinsics such as hash2 on line 23 to directly access hardware accelerators on the switch such as hash generators. The Domino compiler uses an intrinsic’s signature to analyze read/write dependencies (§4.2), but otherwise considers it a blackbox.

Packet transaction semantics. Semantically, the programmer views the switch as invoking the packet transaction serially in the order in which packets arrive, with no concurrent packet processing. Put differently, the packet transaction modifies the passed-in packet argument and runs to completion, before starting on the next packet. These semantics allow the programmer to program under the illusion that a single, extremely fast, processor is serially executing the packet processing code for all packets. The programmer doesn’t worry about parallelizing the code within and across pipeline stages to run at line rate.

3.2 The Domino language

Domino’s syntax (Figure 4) is similar to C, but with several constraints (Table 1). These constraints are required for deterministic performance. Memory allocation, unbounded iteration counts, and unstructured control flow cause variable performance, which may prevent an algorithm from achieving line rate. Additionally, within a Domino transaction, each array can only be accessed using a single packet field, and repeated accesses to the same array are allowed only if that packet field is unmodified between accesses.

For example, all read and write accesses to last_time use the index pkt.id. pkt.id is not modified during the course of a single transaction execution (single packet); it only changes between executions (packets). This restriction on arrays mirrors restrictions on the stateful memories attached to atoms (§2.4), which require multiple ports to support distinct read and write addresses every clock cycle.

4 A field is either a packet header, e.g., source port (sport) and destination port (dport), or packet metadata (id).
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compiling a single packet transaction here. Of multiple transactions to future work, and focus only on creating a larger transaction. We leave a detailed exploration of this.

One composition semantics is to run the two transactions depending on the matches supported by the match-action table, with the actions being the atoms compiled and guarding a transaction if a packet matches the guard. For example, \((\text{pkt} . \text{tcp} . \text{dst} . \text{port} \Rightarrow 80)\) would trigger heavy-hitter detection [63] on packets with TCP destination port 80.

Guards can be realized using an exact match in a match-action table, with the actions being the atoms compiled from a packet transaction. Guards can take various forms, e.g., exact, ternary, longest-prefix, and range-based matches, depending on the matches supported by the match-action pipeline. Because guards map straightforwardly to the match key in a match-action table, we focus only on compiling packet transactions in this paper.

### 3.4 Handling multiple transactions

So far, we have discussed a single packet transaction corresponding to a single data-plane algorithm. In practice, a switch would run multiple data-plane algorithms, each processing its own subset of packets. To address this, we envision a policy language that specifies pairs of guards and transactions. Realizing a policy is straightforward when all guards are disjoint. When guards overlap, multiple transactions need to execute on the same subset of packets, requiring a mechanism to compose transactions.

One composition semantics is to run the two transactions one after another sequentially in a user-specified order. This can be achieved by concatenating the two transaction bodies to create a larger transaction. We leave a detailed exploration of multiple transactions to future work, and focus only on compiling a single packet transaction here.

#### 3.3 Triggering packet transactions

Packet transactions specify how to process packet headers and state. To specify when to run packet transactions, programmers use guards: predicates on packet fields that trigger a transaction if a packet matches the guard. For example, \((\text{pkt} . \text{tcp} . \text{dst} . \text{port} \Rightarrow 80)\) would trigger heavy-hitter detection [63] on packets with TCP destination port 80.

Guards can be realized using an exact match in a match-action table, with the actions being the atoms compiled from a packet transaction. Guards can take various forms, e.g., exact, ternary, longest-prefix, and range-based matches, depending on the matches supported by the match-action pipeline. Because guards map straightforwardly to the match key in a match-action table, we focus only on compiling packet transactions in this paper.

### 4. THE DOMINO COMPILER

The Domino compiler translates Domino programs to Banzai targets. The compiler provides an all-or-nothing model: if compilation succeeds, the program will run at line rate on the target with packet transaction semantics. Otherwise, if the program cannot run at line rate, it will not compile. This all-or-nothing model trades off diminished programmability for guaranteed line-rate performance, in contrast to software routers that provide greater flexibility, but lower and unpredictable run-time performance [34].

The Domino compiler has three passes (Figure 5), which we illustrate using the flowlet switching example. Preprocessing (§4.1) simplifies packet transactions into a simpler three-address code form [18]. Pipelining (§4.2) transforms preprocessed code into code for a Pipelined Virtual Switch Machine (PVSM), an intermediate representation that models a switch pipeline with no computational or resource limits. Code generation (§4.3) transforms this intermediate representation into configuration for a Banzai machine, given the machine’s computational and resource limits (§2.4), and rejects the program if it can not run at line rate. The Domino compiler uses many existing compilation techniques, but adapts them in important ways for line-rate switches (§4.4).

#### 4.1 Preprocessing

**Branch removal.** A packet transaction’s body can contain (potentially nested) branches (e.g., Lines 27 to 29 in Figure 3a). Branches alter control flow and complicate dependency analysis, i.e., whether a statement should precede another. We transform branches into conditional assignments, starting from the innermost if and proceeding outwards (Figure 6). This turns the transaction body into straight-line code with no branches, which simplifies dependency analysis during pipelining (§4.2).

**Rewriting state variable operations.** We now identify state variables in a packet transaction, e.g., last_time and saved_hop in Figure 3a. For each state variable, we create a read flank to read the variable into a temporary packet field. For an array, we also move the index expression into the read flank using the fact that only one array index is accessed per packet (§3.2). Within the packet transaction, we replace the state variable with the temporary packet field, and create a write flank to write this temporary packet field back to the state variable (Figure 7). After this, the only operations on state variables are reads and writes; all arithmetic happens on packet fields. Restricting stateful operations simplifies handling of state during pipelining (§4.2).
Converting to static single-assignment form. We next convert the code to static single-assignment form (SSA) [32], where every packet field is assigned exactly once. We do this by replacing every assignment to a packet field with a new packet field and propagating this until the next assignment to the same field (Figure 8). Because fields are assigned once, SSA removes Write-After-Read and Write-After-Write dependencies. Only Read-After-Write dependencies remain during pipelining (§4.2).

Flattening to three-address code. Three-address code is a representation where all instructions are either reads/writes into state variables or operations on packet fields of the form pkt.f1 = pkt.f2 op pkt.f3, where op can be an arithmetic, logical, relational, or conditional 5 operator. We also allow either one of pkt.f2 or pkt.f3 to be an intrinsic function call. To convert to three-address code, we flatten expressions that are not in three-address code using temporary packet fields, e.g., pkt.tmp2 in Figure 9.

Flattening to three-address code breaks down statements in the packet transaction into a much simpler form that is closer to the atoms available in the Banzai machine. For instance, there are no nested expressions. The simpler form of three-address code statements makes it easier to map them one-to-one to atoms during code generation (§4.3).

4.2 Pipelining

At this point, the preprocessed code is still one sequential code block. Pipelining turns this sequential code block into a pipeline of codelets, where each codelet is a sequential block of three-address code statements. This codelet pipeline corresponds to an intermediate representation we call the Pipelined Virtual Switch Machine (PVSM). PVSM has no computational or resource limits, analogous to intermediate representations for CPUs [15] that have infinite virtual registers. Later, during code generation, we map these codelets to atoms available in a Banzai machine while respecting its constraints.

We create PVSM’s codelet pipeline using the steps below.

1. Create a graph with one node for each statement in the preprocessed code.
2. Now, add stateful dependencies by adding a pair of edges between the read and write flanks of the same state variable, e.g., in Figure 10a, the node pair pkt.last_time = last_time[pkt.id] and last_time[pkt.id] = pkt.arrival. Because of preprocessing, all stateful operations are paired up as read and write flanks. Hence, there is no risk of a “stranded” stateful operation.
3. Now, add stateless dependencies by adding an edge from any node that writes a packet variable to any node that reads the same packet variable, e.g., from pkt.tmp = pkt.arrival to pkt.last_time to pkt.tmp2 = pkt.tmp > THRESH in Figure 10a. We only check read-after-write dependencies because write-after-read and write-after-write dependencies don’t exist after SSA, and we eliminate control dependencies [32]

4. Generate strongly connected components (SCCs) of this dependency graph and condense them into a directed acyclic graph (DAG). This captures the notion that all operations on a state variable must be confined to one codelet/atom because state cannot be shared between atoms. Figure 10b shows the DAG produced by condensing Figure 10a.

5. Schedule the resulting DAG by creating a new pipeline stage when one node depends on another. This results in the codelet pipeline shown in Figure 3b.6

4.3 Code generation

To determine if a codelet pipeline can be compiled to a Banzai machine, we consider two constraints specified by any Banzai machine (§2.4). Resource limits specify the number of atoms in a stage (pipeline width) and number of stages (pipeline depth), while computational limits specify the atom templates provided by a Banzai machine.

Resource limits. To handle resource limits, we scan each pipeline stage in the codelet pipeline starting from the first to check for pipeline width violations. If we violate the pipeline width, we insert as many new stages as required and spread codelets evenly across these stages. We continue until the number of codelets in all stages is under the pipeline width, rejecting the program if we exceed the pipeline depth.

Computational limits. Next, we determine if each codelet in the pipeline can be mapped to atoms provided by the Banzai machine. In general, codelets have multiple three-address code statements that need to execute atomically. For instance, updating the state variable saved_hop in Figure 3b requires a read followed by a conditional write. It is not apparent whether such codelets can be mapped to an available atom. We develop a new technique to determine the implementability of a codelet, given an atom template.

Each atom template has a set of configuration parameters, where the parameters determine the atom’s behavior. For instance, Figure 2a shows an atom that can perform stateful addition or subtraction, depending on the configuration parameters choice and constant. Each codelet can be viewed as a functional specification of the atom. With that in mind, the mapping problem is equivalent to searching for values of the atom’s configuration parameters that result in the atom implementing the codelet.

We use the SKETCH program synthesizer [59] for this purpose, as the atom templates can be easily expressed using SKETCH. SKETCH also provides efficient search algorithms and has been used for similar purposes in other domains [29, 30]. As an illustration, assume we want to map the codelet x=x+1 to the atom template shown in Figure 2b. SKETCH will search for possible parameter values so that the resulting atom is functionally identical to the codelet, for all possible input values of x up to a certain bound. In this case, SKETCH finds the solution with choice=6 and

6We refer to this both as a codelet and an atom pipeline because codelets map one-to-one atoms (§4.3).
if (pkt.arrival - last_time[pkt.id] > THRESH) {
    pkt.tmp = pkt.arrival - last_time[pkt.id] > THRESH;
    saved_hop[pkt.id] = pkt.new_hop;
    pkt.tmp = pkt.tmp > THRESH;
    saved_hop[pkt.id] = pkt.tmp ? pkt.new_hop : saved_hop[pkt.id];
}

Figure 6: Branch removal

pkt.id = hash2(pkt.sport, pkt.dport) % NUM_FLOWLETS;
pkt.last_time = last_time[pkt.id];
last_time[pkt.id] = pkt.arrival;

Figure 7: Rewriting state variable operations

pkt.id = hash2(pkt.sport, pkt.dport) % NUM_FLOWLETS;
pkt.last_time = last_time[pkt.id];
last_time[pkt.id] = pkt.arrival;

Figure 8: Converting to static single-assignment form

Figure 9: Flowlet switching in three-address code. Lines 1 and 4 are flipped relative to Figure 3a because pkt.id is an array index expression and is moved into the read flank.

Figure 10: Dependency graphs before and after condensing strongly connected components
constant = 1. In contrast, if the specification is the codelet x=x*xx, SKETCH will return an error as no parameters exist.

Using program synthesis for code generation frees the compiler developer from implementing custom code generators for different Banzai machines. Instead, the compiler developer only has to express the Banzai machine’s atom templates using SKETCH, and the SKETCH synthesizer automatically maps codelets to atoms.

### 4.4 Related compiler techniques

Table 2 shows the relationship between Domino’s compilation techniques and prior work. The use of Strongly Connected Components (SCCs) is inspired by software pipelining for VLIW architectures [48]. The size of the largest SCC affects the maximum throughput of the pipelined loop in software pipelining. For Domino, it affects the circuit area of the atom required to run a program at line rate. Domino trades off an increase in space for line-rate performance.

Program synthesis was used for code generation in Chlorophyll [53]. Code generation for Domino also shares similar goals to technology mapping [49] and instruction selection [20]. However, prior work maps a code sequence to multiple instructions/tiles, using heuristics to minimize instruction count. Domino’s problem is simpler: we map each codelet to a single atom using SKETCH. The simpler problem allows a non-heuristic solution: if there is any way to map the codelet to an atom, SKETCH will find it.

Branch removal resembles If-Conversion [23], a technique used in vectorizing compilers. This procedure is easier in Domino because there is no backward control transfer (goto, break, continue).

### 5. EVALUATION

We evaluate Domino’s expressiveness by using it to program several data-plane algorithms (Table 3), and comparing it to writing them in P4 (§5.1). To validate that these algorithms can run at line rate, we design a concrete set of Banzai machines (Table 4) as compiler targets for Domino (§5.2). We estimate that these machines are feasible in hardware because their atoms incur modest chip area overhead. We use the Domino compiler to compile the algorithms in Table 3 to the targets in Table 4 (§5.3). We conclude with some lessons for programmable switch design (§5.4).

#### 5.1 Expressiveness

We program several data-plane algorithms (Table 3) using Domino. These algorithms encompass data-plane traffic engineering, in-network congestion control, active queue management, network security, and measurement. We also used Domino to express the priority computation for programming scheduling using push-in-first-out queues [58].

In all these cases, the algorithms are already available as blocks of imperative code from online sources; translating them to Domino syntax was straightforward. In contrast, expressing any of them in P4 requires manually teasing out portions of the algorithm that can reside in independent match-action tables and then chaining these tables together.

Of the algorithms in Table 3, only flowlet switching has a publicly available P4 implementation [9] that we can compare against. This implementation requires 231 lines of uncommented P4, compared to only 37 lines of Domino code in Figure 3a. Not only that, using P4 also requires the programmer to manually specify tables, the actions within tables, and how tables are chained—all to implement a single data-plane algorithm. The Domino compiler automates this process; to demonstrate this, we developed a backend for Domino that generates the equivalent P4 code. We list the number of lines of code for these auto-generated P4 programs in Table 3.

#### 5.2 Compiler targets

We design a set of compiler targets for Domino based on the Banzai machine model (§2). First, we describe how to assess the feasibility of atoms: whether they can run at a 1 GHz clock frequency, and what area overhead they incur in silicon. Next, we discuss the design of stateless and stateful atoms separately. Finally, we discuss how these stateless and stateful atoms are combined together in our compiler targets.

**Atom feasibility.** We synthesize a digital circuit corresponding to an atom template by writing the atom template in Verilog, and using the Synopsys Design Compiler [7] to compile the Verilog code. The Design Compiler checks if the resulting circuit meets timing at 1 GHz in a 32-nm standard-cell library, and outputs its gate area. We use this gate area, along with the area of a 200 mm² baseline switching chip [40], to estimate the area overhead for provisioning a Banzai machine with multiple instances of this atom.

**Designing stateless atoms.** Stateless atoms are easier to design because arbitrary stateless operations can be broken up into multiple pipeline stages without violating atomicity (§2.3). We design a stateless atom that can support simple arithmetic (add, subtract, left shift, right shift), logical (and, or, xor), relational (>=, <=, ==, !=), and conditional instructions (C’s “?” operator) on a pair of packet fields. Any packet field can also be substituted with a constant operand. This stateless atom meets timing at 1 GHz and occupies an area of 1384 μm² (Table 4).

**Designing stateful atoms.** The choice of stateful atoms determines the algorithms a line-rate switch can support. A more complex stateful atom can support more data-plane al-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Prior Work</th>
<th>Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conversion to straight-line code</td>
<td>If-Conversion [23]</td>
<td>No backward control flow (gotos, break, continue)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSA</td>
<td>Cytron et al. [32]</td>
<td>SSA runs on straight-line code with no branches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Connected Components</td>
<td>Lam [48]</td>
<td>Scheduling in space vs. time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code generation using program synthesis</td>
<td>Chlorophyll [53], technology mapping [49], instruction selection [20]</td>
<td>Optimal vs. best-effort mapping; One-to-one mapping vs. one-to-many mapping</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Domino’s compiler in relation to prior work
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Stateful operations</th>
<th>Most expressive atom</th>
<th># of stages, max. atom-s/stage</th>
<th>Ingress or Egress Pipeline?</th>
<th>Domino LOC</th>
<th>P4 LOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bloom filter</td>
<td>Test/Set membership bit on every packet.</td>
<td>Write</td>
<td>4, 3</td>
<td>Either</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy Hitters [63]</td>
<td>Increment Count-Min Sketch [31] on every packet.</td>
<td>RAW</td>
<td>10, 9</td>
<td>Either</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowlets [57]</td>
<td>Update saved next hop if flowlet threshold is exceeded.</td>
<td>PRAW</td>
<td>6, 2</td>
<td>Ingress</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCP [60]</td>
<td>Accumulate RTT sum if RTT is under maximum allowable RTT.</td>
<td>PRAW</td>
<td>3, 3</td>
<td>Egress</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampled NetFlow [17]</td>
<td>Sample a packet if packet count reaches N; Reset count to 0 when it reaches N.</td>
<td>IfElseRAW</td>
<td>4, 2</td>
<td>Either</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HULL [22]</td>
<td>Update counter for virtual queue.</td>
<td>Sub</td>
<td>7, 1</td>
<td>Egress</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive Virtual Queue [47]</td>
<td>Update virtual queue size and virtual capacity</td>
<td>Nested</td>
<td>7, 3</td>
<td>Ingress</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority computation for weighted fair queueing [58]</td>
<td>Compute packet’s virtual start time using finish time of last packet in that flow.</td>
<td>Nested</td>
<td>4, 2</td>
<td>Ingress</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNS TTL change tracking [26]</td>
<td>Track number of changes in announced TTL for each domain</td>
<td>Nested</td>
<td>6, 3</td>
<td>Ingress</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONGA [21]</td>
<td>Update best path’s utilization/id if we see a better path. Update best path utilization alone if it changes.</td>
<td>Pairs</td>
<td>4, 2</td>
<td>Ingress</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoDel [51]</td>
<td>Update: Whether we are marking or not. Time for next mark. Number of marks so far. Time at which min. queueing delay will exceed target.</td>
<td>Doesn’t map</td>
<td>15, 3</td>
<td>Egress</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Data-plane algorithms

To illustrate this effect, we design a containment hierarchy (Table 4) of stateful atoms, where each atom can express all stateful operations that its predecessor can. These atoms start out with the simplest stateful capability: the ability to read or write state alone. They then move on to the ability to read, add, and write back state atomically (RAW), a predicated version of the same (PRAW), and so on. When synthesized to a 32-nm standard-cell library, all our stateful atoms meet timing at 1 GHz. However, the atom’s area and minimum end-to-end propagation delay increases with the atom’s complexity (Table 4).

The compiler targets. We design seven Banzai machines as compiler targets. A single Banzai machine has 600 atoms. 1. 300 are stateless atoms of the single stateless atom type from Table 4. 2. 300 are stateful atoms of one of the seven stateful atom types from Table 4 (Read/Write through Pairs).

These 300 stateless and stateful atoms are laid out physically as 10 stateless and stateful atoms per pipeline stage and 30 pipeline stages. While the number 300 and the pipeline layout are arbitrary, they are sufficient for all examples in Table 3, and incur modest area overhead as we show next.

We estimate the area overhead of these seven targets relative to a 200 mm² chip [40], which is at the lower end of chip sizes today. For this, we multiply the individual atom areas from Table 4 by 300 for both the stateless and stateful atoms. For 300 atoms, the area overhead is 0.2 % for the stateless atom and 0.9 % for the Pairs atom, the largest among our stateful atoms. The area overhead combining both stateless and stateful atoms for all our targets is at most 1.1 %—a modest price for the programmability it provides.

5.3 Compiling Domino programs to Banzai machines

We now consider every target from Table 4, and every data-plane algorithm from Table 3 to determine if the algorithm can run at line rate on a particular Banzai machine.

We say an algorithm can run at line rate on a Banzai machine if every codelet within the data-plane algorithm can be mapped (§4.3) to either the stateful or stateless atoms provided by the Banzai machine. Because our stateful atoms

Because every target is uniquely identified by its stateful atom type, we use the two interchangeably.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atom</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Area (µm²)</th>
<th>Min. delay (ps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stateless</td>
<td>Arithmetic, logic, relational, and conditional operations on packet/constant operands</td>
<td>1384</td>
<td>387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read/Write</td>
<td>Read/Write packet field/constant into single state variable</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read/AddWrite (RAW)</td>
<td>Add packet field/constant to state variable (OR) Write packet field/constant into state variable</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicated ReadAddWrite (PRAW)</td>
<td>Execute RAW on state variable only if a predicate is true, else leave unchanged.</td>
<td>791</td>
<td>393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IfElse ReadAddWrite (IFElseRAW)</td>
<td>Two separate RAWs: one each for when a predicate is true or false.</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtract (Sub)</td>
<td>Same as IFElseRAW, but also allow subtracting a packet field/constant.</td>
<td>1522</td>
<td>409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nested Ifs (Nested)</td>
<td>Same as Sub, but with an additional level of nesting that provides 4-way predication.</td>
<td>3597</td>
<td>580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paired updates (Pairs)</td>
<td>Same as Nested, but allow updates to a pair of state variables, where predicates can use both state variables.</td>
<td>5997</td>
<td>606</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Atom areas and minimum critical-path delays in a 32-nm standard-cell library. All atoms meet timing at 1 GHz. Each of the seven compiler targets contains 300 instances of one of the seven stateful atoms (Read/Write to Pairs) and 300 instances of the single stateless atom.

are arranged in a containment hierarchy, we list the most expressive stateful atom/target required for each data-plane algorithm in Table 3.

As Table 3 shows, the choice of stateful atom determines what algorithms can run on a switch. For instance, with only the ability to read or write state, only the Bloom Filter algorithm can run at line rate, because it only requires the ability to test and set membership bits. Adding the ability to increment state (the RAW atom) permits Heavy Hitters to run at line rate, because it employs a count-min sketch that is incremented on each packet.

5.4 Lessons for programmable switches

Atoms with a single state variable support many algorithms. The algorithms from Bloom Filter through DNS TTL Change Tracking in Table 3 can run at line rate using the Nested Ifs atom that modifies a single state variable.

But, some algorithms modify a pair of state variables atomically. An example is CONGA, whose code is given below:

```c
if (p.util < best_path_util[p.src]) {
    best_path_util[p.src] = p.util;
    best_path[p.src] = p.path_id;
} else if (p.path_id == best_path[p.src]) {
    best_path_util[p.src] = p.util;
}
```

Here, best_path (the path id of the best path for a particular destination) is updated conditioned on best_path_util (the utilization of the best path to that destination) and vice versa. These two state variables cannot be separated into different stages and still guarantee a packet transaction’s semantics. The Pairs atom, where the update to a state variable is conditioned on a predicate of a pair of state variables, allows CONGA to run at line rate.

There will always be algorithms that cannot sustain line rate. While the targets and their atoms in Table 4 are sufficient for several data-plane algorithms, there are algorithms that they can’t run at line rate. An example is CoDel, which cannot be implemented because it requires a square root operation that isn’t provided by any of our targets. One possibility is a look-up table abstraction that allows us to approximate such mathematical functions. However, regardless of what set of atoms we design for a particular target, there will always be algorithms that cannot run at line rate.

Atom design is constrained by timing, not area. Atoms are affected by two factors: their area and their timing, i.e., the minimum delay on the critical path of the atom’s combinational circuit. For the few hundred atoms that we require, atom area is insignificant (<2%) relative to chip area. Further, even for future atoms that are larger, area may be controlled by provisioning fewer atom instances.

However, atom timing is critical. Table 4 shows a 3.4x range in minimum critical-path delay between the simplest and the most complex atoms. This increase can be explained by looking at the simplified circuit diagrams for the first three atoms (Table 5), which show an increase in circuit depth with atom complexity.

Because the clock frequency of a circuit is at least as small as the reciprocal of this minimum critical-path delay, a more complex atom results in a lower clock frequency and a lower line rate. Although all our atoms have a minimum critical-path delay under 1 ns (1 GHz), it is easy to extend them with functionality that violates timing at 1 GHz.

In summary, for a switch designer, the minimum delay on the critical path of atoms is the most important metric to optimize. The most programmable line-rate switches will have the highest density of useful stateful functionality squeezed into a critical path budget of 1 clock cycle.

Compilers can be used to design instruction sets. Designing an instruction set for a programmable substrate is a chicken-and-egg problem: the choice of instructions determines which algorithms can execute on that target, while the choice of algorithms dictates what instructions are required in the target. Indeed, other programmable substrates (GPUs, CPUs, DSPs) go through an iterative process to design a good instruction set.

A compiler can aid this process. To show how, we describe how we designed the stateful atoms in Table 4. We pick a data-plane algorithm, partially execute the Domino
compiler to generate a codelet pipeline, inspect the stateful codelets, and create an atom that expresses all the computations required by the stateful codelets. We check that an atom can express all these computations by fully executing the compiler on the data-plane algorithm with that atom as the target. We then move on to the next algorithm, extending our atom through a process of trial-and-error to capture more computations, and using the compiler to verify our intuitions on extending atoms. In the process, we generate a hierarchy of atoms, each of which works for a subset of algorithms.

Our atom design process is manual and ad hoc at this point, but it already shows how a compiler can aid in instruction-set design for programmable switches. Using the same iterative approach involving a compiler, we anticipate the atoms in Banzai machines evolving as data-plane algorithms demand more of the hardware.

6. RELATED WORK

Abstract machines for line-rate switches. NetASM [55] is an abstract machine and intermediate representation (IR) for programmable data planes that is portable across network devices: FPGAs, virtual switches, and line-rate switches. Banzai is a low-level machine model for line-rate switches alone and can be used as a NetASM target. Because of its role as a low-level machine model, Banzai models practical constraints required for line-rate operation (§2.4) that an IR like NetASM doesn’t have to. For instance, Banzai machines don’t permit sharing state between atoms and use atom templates to limit computations that can happen at line rate.

Programmable data planes. Eden [25] provides a programmable data plane using commodity switches by programming end hosts alone. Domino targets programmable switches that provide more flexibility relative to an end-host-only solution. For instance, Domino allows us to program in-network congestion control and AQM schemes, which are beyond Eden’s capabilities. Tiny Packet Programs (TPP) [42] allow end hosts to embed small programs in packet headers, which are then executed by the switch. TPPs use a restricted instruction set to facilitate switch execution; we show that switch instructions must and can be substantially richer (Table 4) for stateful data-plane algorithms.

Software routers [35, 46] and network processors [14] are flexible, but at least $10 \times -100 \times$ slower than programmable switches [19, 3]. FPGA-based platforms like the Corsa DP 6440 [1], which supports an aggregate capacity of 640 Gbit/s, are faster, but still $5 \times -10 \times$ slower than programmable switches [3, 19].

Programming languages for networks. Many programming languages target the network control plane [39, 62]. Domino focuses on the data plane, which requires different programming constructs and compilation techniques.

Several DSLs target the data plane. Click [46] uses C++ for packet processing on software routers. packetC [36], Intel’s auto-partitioning C compiler [33], and Microengine C [12] target network processors. Domino’s C-like syntax and sequential semantics are inspired by these DSLs. However, because it targets line-rate switches, Domino is more constrained. For instance, because compiled programs run at line rate, Domino forbids loops, and because Banzai has no shared state, Domino has no synchronization constructs.

Jose et al. [43] focus on compiling P4 programs to programmable data planes such as the RMT and FlexPipe architectures. Their work focuses only on compiling stateless data-plane tasks such as forwarding and routing, while Domino handles stateful data-plane algorithms.

Abstractions for stateful packet processing. SNAP [24] programs stateful data-plane algorithms using a network transaction: an atomic block of code that treats the entire network as one switch [44]. It then uses a compiler to translate network transactions into rules on each switch. SNAP needs a compiler to compile these switch-local rules to a switch’s pipeline, and can use Domino for this purpose.

FAST [50] provides switch support and software abstractions for state machines. Banzai’s atoms support more general stateful processing beyond state machines that enable a much wider class of data-plane algorithms.

7. DISCUSSION

Packet transactions provide a pathway to take algorithms that were hitherto meant only for software routers and run them on emerging programmable line-rate switching chips. However, more work must be done before packet transactions are ready for production use.
1. Packet transactions provide the first transactional semantics for line-rate packet processing. These semantics make it easier to reason about correctness and performance, but they exclude algorithms that cannot run at line rate while respecting these semantics. Are weaker semantics sensible? One possibility is approximating transactional semantics by only processing a sampled packet stream. This provides an increased time budget for each packet in the sampled stream, potentially allowing the packet to be recirculated through the pipeline multiple times for packet processing.

2. Our compiler doesn’t aggressively optimize. For instance, it is possible to fuse two stateful codelets incrementing two independent counters into the same instance of the Pairs atom. However, by carrying out a one-to-one mapping from codelets to the atoms implementing them, our compiler precludes these optimizations. Developing an optimizing compiler for packet transactions is an area for future work.

3. Supporting multiple packet transactions in Domino also requires further work. When a switch executes multiple transactions, there may be opportunities for inter-procedural analysis [20], which goes beyond compiling individual transactions and looks at multiple transactions together. For instance, the compiler could detect computations common to multiple transactions and execute them only once.

4. Finally, we have a manual design process for atoms. Formalizing this design process and automating it into an atom-design tool would be useful for switch designers. For instance, given a corpus of data-plane algorithms, can we automatically mine this corpus for stateful and stateless codelets, and design an atom (or atoms) that captures the computations required by some (or all) of them?

8. CONCLUSION

This paper presented Domino, a C-like imperative language that allows programmers to write packet-processing code using packet transactions, which are sequential code blocks that are atomic and isolated from other such code blocks. The Domino compiler compiles packet transactions to hardware configurations for Banzai, which is a machine model based on programmable line-rate switch architectures [13, 19, 3]. Our results suggest that it is possible to have both the convenience of a familiar programming model and the performance of a line-rate switch, provided that the algorithm can indeed run at line rate. Packet-processing languages are still in their infancy; we hope these results will prompt further work on programming abstractions for high-performance packet-processing hardware.
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